
 

Solidworks 

Solid works is a CAD so ware package that the 
school uses to draw in 3D.  

CAD is Computer  Aided  Design. This is using a 
computer to draw instead of pencil and paper. 
The advantages are;  

It can produce 3D drawings which can show the 
full 360 degrees of the design.  

Materials can be added to drawings so that they 
can be professionally presented.  

Standard components and parts can be added 
to the drawing which save me.  

Drawings can be saved and modified without 
star ng the drawing again.  

Drawings can be sent to CAM machines to be 
manufactured.  

 

  

Solidworks  ‐  Techniques  covered  in  Year  9  ‐  Throughout Year 9 students will learn the       
founda onal skills of using Solidworks. They will draw some basic shapes at first and then build up to 
drawing actual products such as a Lego brick and their own design of an a ershave / perfume bo le. 
Skills learnt in order to complete these tasks are; Extruding, cu ng, adding a fillet, linear sketch pa ern ,       
construc on lines, adding a material, revolving a feature and crea ng an assembly.  

Modelling ‐ A er Engineers have drawn their final design they o en make models of their products. 

It allows the designer to see their drawn ideas in real 3D.T he designer can experiment with their designs 
by changing the shape without huge cost. They can easily make changes, modify and develop their ideas 
which gives them more freedom to be crea ve. Models are o en cheaper than using the actual materials 
and are quicker to make. Rough models can be made quickly but can be used to check func onality.   
Mul ple versions can be produced to finalise, deign, func on, colour and branding before the product is 
made. Materials can be added to drawings so that they can be professionally presented. Standard     
components and parts can be added to drawing saving me. Drawings can be saved and modified     
without star ng the drawing again.  


